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ABSTRACT 

An experimental investigation was conducted to analyze the effectiveness of 

repairing and retrofitting the intersections of flanged concrete block shear walls using 

surface-bonded fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) laminates for seismic load applications. 

A total of 18 specially designed flange-web intersecting wall assemblages were tested 

using 5 different schemes. Tests included wall intersections reinforced with 

unidirectional FRP with the fibers oriented perpendicular to loading direction (90°), 

parallel to loading direction (0°) and bi-directional (90°/0°), (90°/0°)2 and (45°/135°) to 

applied load direction. The behaviour of each wall specimen is discussed with respect to 

its failure mode, strength and deformation characteristics. Results showed that the 

laminates significantly increased the shear strength of concrete block shear walls 

junction. In addition, the fiber orientation influenced the failure mode, strength and 

stiffness. Moreover, depending on the fiber orientation, a significant enhancement to the 

post-peak load energy absorption capacity of the web-flange intersection can occur. The 

improved post-peak behaviour addressed the benefits of retrofitting concrete block wall 

intersections for seismic load applications. The FRP-retrofitted specimens were capable 

of reaching between 90% to 390% increase in strength compared to the umetrofitted 

specimen constructed with traditional steel joint reinforcement. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Medium height buildings with masonry shear walls are common in urban 

centers. Typically the limited ductility of these buildings results in relatively large 

lateral seismic design loads. Therefore, T, I-, C-, Z-, L-, and W-shaped wall cross 

sections (see Fig. 1) are often required to provide sufficient flexural strength 

[Paulay and Priestley (1992)]. The addition of flanges to wall cross section area is 

highly effective in increasing the resistance to bending but the resulting increase 

in the lateral shear force due to the increased stiffness can create a problem. 

Adding flanges does not significantly improve resistance to these shear forces. In 

fact, a specific concern exists about the localized shear effect resulting from the 

sudden change of section at the flange-web intersection. Moreover, the methods 

used to connect the web and the flanges may also have an impact on the shear 

capacity of this joint and the structural integrity of the flanged wall. If the 

connection between the web and the flange is not properly designed to withstand 

the shear stresses induced by the expected lateral design forces, then a significant 

portion of the shear walls' stiffness and strength will be lost. 

Clause 1.9.4 of ACI530-05/ASCE5-05/TMS402-05 (MSJC, 2005) 

addresses the design of intersecting walls and states that, for the transfer of shear 

between walls, wall intersections or the connection should conform to one of the 

certain requirements. However, no recommendations are provided in the MSJC 

(2005) Code on how to calculate the actual shear transfer requirements at the 

flange-web intersection. 
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Structurally connecting intersecting (orthogonal) block walls and 

strengthening the web-flange intersection in existing masonry buildings is being 

recognized as a cost-effective technique to increase the strength of masonry 

buildings to conform to new seismic code provisions (Drysdale et al., 2008). 

Flanged walls are self-bracing against out-of-plane deformations which also 

minimizes the slenderness effects (Drysdale et al. 2005). However, if the 

connections between the flanges and the webs are not designed and detailed 

properly, the composite action of the web and flanges may not be realized because 

of the reduced capabilities of the intersection to transfer interfacial shear across 

the flange-web interface [Fig. 2]. This also minimizes the effectiveness of the 

flanges in providing bending resistance and lateral stability. 

Current practice in North America utilizes horizontal truss-type joint 

reinforcement (see Fig. 3) continuous across the intersection to provide the 

connection between intersecting walls. This paper presents the experimental 

results of a research program aiming at developing a cost-effective technique for 

retrofitting intersecting concrete block walls in masonry buildings. Retrofitting 

may be required due to changes in design loads that may result from the lack of 

accurate design data at the time the building was constructed, alteration in 

building occupancy or renovations, or adoption of more stringent seismic code 

prOVISIOnS. 

Conventional retrofit techniques associated with the addition of framing 

members or new walls are labor intensive, consume substantial valuable space 
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and are intrusive. These factors cause buildings to loose their functionality during 

retrofitting and cause significant economic impact to building users and owners. 

In the past two decades, extensive research efforts focused on evaluating the 

application of FRPs in strengthening masomy walls subjected to out-of-plane or 

in-plane loads (Triantafillou 1998; Velazquez-Dimas and Ehsani 2000; Albert et 

a!. 2001 ; Hamilton and Dolan 2001; Hamoush et a!. 2001; Kuzik et a!. 2003 ; Tan 

and Patoary 2004; Ehsani et a!. 1997; Hamid et a!. 2005). However, no work was 

conducted on strengthening the connection between intersecting masomy walls or 

to create this connection when needed. Unlike traditional FRP laminate retrofit of 

masomy walls against in-plane and out-of-plane loading, FRP connection of 

intersecting walls is challenging because of the geometry of the connection. The 

sharp change in FRP orientation creates a need to examine failure modes and 

deformation characteristics at the flange-web intersections. Therefore, an 

experimental investigation was conducted to assess and evaluate the strength of 

the FRP/wall system in transferring the interfacial shear from the web to the 

flanges and hence enhance or act as a replacement of conventional steel joint 

reinforcement. 
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r-Shaped wall !-Shaped wall 

C-Shapcd wall 

L-Shapcd wall W-Shapcd wall 

Figure 1 : Different configuration of intersecting masonry shear walls 
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Figure 2: Interfacial Shear at intersecting Shear Walls 

Cross 
rod~ 
3.65 mm 

Side rod~ 
/~--- 4. 76mm 

I 

152 


Dimensions in mm 

Figure 3: Horizontal truss-type joint reinforcement 
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DEVELOPMENT OF TEST METHOD 

The selection of an appropriate specimen configuration was based on work 

of Drysdale et al., 2008. The following sections will summarize and discuss the 

choice ofthe most appropriate specimen configuration. In their study, Drysdale et 

al., 2008 conducted an exploratory investigation to study the behavior of flanged 

concrete block masonry walls. Seven prototype specimens were tested prior to 

finalizing an appropriate specimen that was able to simulate the interfacial shear 

transfer occurring at the flange-web interface regions of intersecting shear walls. 

The objective of the research was to produce the desired failure mode, simulate 

field construction, ensure simple construction and testing, and to create a 

statically determinate specimen, to avoid difficulties in interpreting the test 

results. 

Lessons learned through the experimental work performed on prototype 

specimens led to the selection ofthe configuration ofthe final specimens [Fig. 4]. 

To assist with the interpretation of results only one Truss-Type Joint 

Reinforcement (TTJR) was used per intersection. To facilitate measurement and 

development of post-cracking deformation, a 200mm gap was left below the web 

blocks. To minimize the bending stresses on the flange-web intersections, loading 

and support lines were kept as close as possible, as shown in Fig. 4, to minimize 

eccentricities and additional bending stresses across the interface. 
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cfm"'m' f~f-lr'1 

LPDTs 3 <1 nd 4 I I I Truss reinforcement 

.------7911)-------, 

Sec. A-A 

Figure 4: Assemblage size and configuration 

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

The primary objective of the present experimental study is to investigate 

the effects of different FRP retrofit schemes on the failure mode, strength and 

deformation characteristics of the retrofitted intersecting block walls. The 
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following retrofitted specimens were tested with three repeat specimens in each 

case: 

1. Series R90° with unidirectional fiber oriented perpendicular (90°) to load 

direction; 

2. Series R0° with unidirectional fiber oriented parallel (0°) to load direction; 

3. Series R90°/0° with bi-directional fiber oriented at (90°/0°) to load direction; 

4. Series R(90°/0°i with two layers ofbi-directional fibers oriented at (90°/0°) to 

load direction; and, 

5. Series R45°/135° with bi-directional fiber oriented at (45°/135°) to load 

direction. 

To compare the different retrofit schemes, identical As-built (Series A) 

specimens were constructed and tested under the same conditions as Series R 

specimens. This brings the total to 18 intersecting wall specimens 15 retrofitted 

(R Series) and 3 unretrofitted (A Series). 

Material Properties 

Nominal 25 MPa ( 40 20 20 em) standard hollow concrete masonry blocks 

certified to meet the provisions of ASTM C-90-06b standard and Type S mortar 

(ASTM C-270) was used in the construction of the walls. The GFRP had 0.915 

kg/m2 of E-glass fibers in the form of woven fabric in one direction with roving in 

the orthogonal direction as weft to stabilize the fabric. The properties of the GFRP 
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composites, gtven m Table 1, determined according to ASTM D-3039 

specification, were supplied by the manufacturer. A detailed study conducted by 

El-Dakhakhni et al. (2004) evaluated the effect of different GFRP laminates on 

the behaviour of masonry assemblages and concluded that the use of the GFRP 

laminate, similar to the one used in the current study, was most effective in 

preventing in-plane shear failure of the tested specimens. All specimens were 

constructed with face shell mortar bedding [i.e. mortar on only the face shell of 

the block was used]. The mortar joints were tooled to produce a concave profile. 

The tooling produces a denser compacted surface and forces the mortar into tight 

contact with the masonry units. The mortar mix prepared met ASTM C270-07 

specifications. The average mortar strength was found to be 22.2 MPa with a 

9.0% COV. Three 50 mm mortar cubes were taken from each mortar mix and 

tested for compressive strength as per ASTM C-109/ C109M-05. Commercially 

available TTJR that conformed to MSJC (2005) and CSA S304.1 requirements 

were used. The mechanical properties of the TTJR, as determined per ASTM 

A82/ A82-05a, are shown in Table 2. 

Table 1: Glass Fiber-Reinforced Polymer Composites and Dry Fibers Properties 

Composite laminate Dry fiber properties 
properties 
Ultimate tensile 575 Tensile 3.24 

strength in strength(GPa) 

primary fibers 

direction (MPa) 

Elongation at 2.2 Ultimate 4.5 

break(%) Elongation(%) 
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Tensile 26.1 Tensile 72.4 
Modulus (GPa) Modulus (GPa) 
Ultimate tensile 25.8 Density (g/cm3

) 2.55 
strength 90° to 
primary fibers 
direction (MPa) 
Laminate 1.3 Weight (g/m2

) 915 
thickness (mm) 

Table 2: Truss-Type Reinforcement Size and Properties 

Wire Diameter(mm) 

Cross-sectional area 

per wire (sq.mm) 

Yield strength 

(MPa) 

Tensile strength 

(MPa) 


Longitudinal Wires 
properties 
4.76 
17.80 

Cross Wire 
properties 
3.66 
10.52 

482.6 482.6 

551.58 551.58 

Test Setup and Instrumentation 

The choice of loading assembly was based on work done by Drysdale et 

al. (2008). All of the assemblages utilised the same loading assembly as described 

herein. Figure 4 shows the typical test set-up. The specimens were loaded using a 

displacement-controlled actuator and loads were recorded using a 400 kN load 

cell. A spreader beam in conjunction with roller supports was used to transfer 

loads from the actuator to the web of the specimen as close as possible to the 

flange-web intersection (see Fig. 4). Locating the loading plates and support 

rollers as close as possible to the flange-web intersection facilitated subjecting the 

specimen to a state of nearly pure shear by minimizing additional flexural stresses 
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across the interface due to eccentricities. The steel bearing plate located under the 

loading and above the support rollers was used to prevent local bearing failure 

mode. Specimens were placed on a hydrostone bed on the testing floor. Four 

LPDTs (Linear Potential Displacement Transducers) were placed on the 

assemblage as shown in Fig. 4. The LPDTs & load cell were connected to a PC 

Data acquisition system. Two LPDTs were located on the ADL floor to measure 

vertical displacement of the web near the flange-web intersection. The other two 

LPDTs measured any possible horizontal displacement at the intersection. The 

two vertical LPDTs had a 25.4 mm nominal gauge length and the two horizontal 

LPDTs had a 12.7 mm nominal gauge length respectively. 

Preparation of Test Specimens 

The construction of wall specimens was performed by the same skilled 

mason within one week to minimize the effect of workmanship on altering the 

results. All specimens tested for the scope of this project required two TTJR per 

specimen crossing each flange-web intersection. The horizontal TTJR welded tees 

were located in the bed joints with only face shell bedding. Because of the short 

web length (one block long), the manufacturer-supplied TTJR tees had to be 

trimmed, to limit more than one tee crossing a flange-web intersection. Figure 4 

shows the location of the TT JR tees on the third course from the bottom of the 

specimens. However, even though there was overlapping of tees in the web area 

of the specimen, only one tee was allowed to cross the flange-web intersection. 

12 
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This simplified the interpretation of the results and reflected actual construction as 

well. 

Specimens were constructed according to common practice m North 

America with face shell bedding, no re-tempering of the mortar was allowed and 

all mortar joints were tooled to a concave profile. All specimens were air cured 

for at least 90 days before testing. Wood spacers and stretcher units were located 

directly under the web during construction to behave as temporary shoring until 

the mortar cured and to prevent any premature web slippage. The stretcher unit 

and wood spacers were removed after curing to allow for installation of LPDTs to 

measure vertical displacements. 

Three of the 18 specimens were not retrofitted to be tested as the control 

specimens, the remaining 15 were retrofitted with GFRP Composite laminate 

using different schemes according to the following application procedure. The 

epoxy mix was prepared per the manufacturer's specification for mix-ratio and 

mixing procedure. Specimen surfaces were first wire brushed and vacuumed for 

dust to get proper bonding surface. The epoxy moisture was applied on the pre-cut 

fabrics with a paint roller on each side. The saturated fibers were then applied on 

to the specimen surface and more epoxy was applied as required to ensure proper 

bond between the composite laminate and the concrete masonry substrate. Proper 

bond, especially near the intersection, was ensured by manually squeezing out any 

trapped air voids or excess epoxy. Retrofitted specimens were allowed to air cure 

for a minimum of72 hours before testing per the manufacturer's specifications. 

13 
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TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The test results are summarized in Table 3, and discussed in the following 

section with respect to failure modes, strengths, and deformation characteristics. 

Table 3: Experimental Results of Test Specimens 

Series Specimen 
# 

Failure Load, 
P (kN) 

Vertical slip 
at ultimate 
load (mm) 

Average 
failure 

Load (kN) 

Standard 
Deviation 

(kN) 

A 
1 41 4.46 

47 52 51 9.36 
3 48 1.17 

R900 
1 106 2.07 

97 102 99 1.00 
3 86 1.17 

R0° 
1 94 1.53 

89 102 96 9.63 
3 78 1.10 

R90o/Oo 
1 148 2.12 

142 72 144 8.35 
3 136 1.78 

R(90°/0°}2 
1 233 1.90 

229 42 226 9.23 
3 228 2.87 

R45°/135° 
1 214 1.32 

214 152 229 1.43 
3 199 1.95 

Series A: 

Failure Modes: Initial failures of all three as-built specimens were characterized 

by a shear-slip failure along the block-mortar interface at the flange-web 

intersection [Fig. 6(a)]. This slip did not occur simultaneously on both sides of the 

web. After initial slippage, the specimens exhibited significant post-slip 
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capacities. Final failure was characterized by a snapping noise indicating failure 

of the TTJR. Closer inspection of deformed truss revealed two types of failure 

[Fig. 6(b)] in the TTJR: yielding of the longitudinal rods ofthe truss or fracture of 

the weld at the intersection of the longitudinal and diagonal truss members. One 

ofthe three specimens suffered spalling of the concrete near the intersection [Fig. 

6(c)]. 

Strength Characteristics: For the A-Series specimens, the initial capacity was 

provided by the shear strength of the mortar at the intersection. Once cracking and 

slippage occurred there was a temporary reduction in load carrying capacity as 

indicated by the descending trend in Fig. 7. With further web displacements, 

substantial load carrying capacity developed as indicated by the ascending portion 

ofthe load-displacement curve in Fig. 7. The residual load-carrying capacity post

slippage is attributed to the shear friction along the failure surface as proposed by 

Drysdale et al. 2008. Essentially as the web displaced downwards, the TTJR was 

engaged and began to deform, and, subsequently, was subjected to tension. The 

horizontal component of this tension force multiplied by the coefficient of friction 

at the web-flange intersection, resulted in a vertical force opposite to the applied 

load [Fig. 5]. At some instances the post-slip capacities exceed the initial peak 

capacities; however the gain in strength was nowhere near the pre-slip peak value. 

This can be seen in Fig. 7 for Specimen A-3(see bold line). The average ultimate 

capacity ofthe three A-Series specimens was 47.0 kN [Table 3]. 
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Deformation Characteristics: A typical load-displacement relationship for 

Series-A is shown in Figure 7 (see bold line). A linear load-displacement 

relationship from point a to ultimate load (point b) is visible. Beyond point b, 

shear-slip occurred via cracking of the flange-web mortar interface. This can be 

seen by the stiffness degradation on the graph from point b to c. After the shear-

slip crack, a load reduction to point c can be noticed. However, a gain in stiffness 

from point c to d resulted in capacity increase (post-slip maximum load) but it 

was still well below peak pre-slip load. Continued displacements, resulted in a 

decreasing load carrying capacity due to the yielding of the TTJR, therefore no 

other sources of strength existed in the A-Series specimens. The average recorded 

pre-slip displacement was 0.86 mm and the average residual post-slip 

displacement was 5.63 mm as can be seen in Fig. 19. 

Vcrtkal shear 
plwl·-· 

~l TC()) 0 

Tcos[) 

Web 
Disp!accmrnt 

(C} At!et slip deli;mJatkm 
t(w ttc lt1M rmJorccmcnt 

Figure 5: Truss reinforced specimen behaviour proposed by Drysdale et al. (2008) 

T = tension force developed by the reinforcement crossing the intersection 
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Vrv = vertical component of the truss reinforcement tensile force in the deformed 

position 

8 =angle of reinforcement crossing flange-web intersection after shear slip 

f.! = coefficient of friction. 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 6: Failure modes-Series A specimens: (a) Shear slip of mortar, (b) Weld 

Fracture, and (c) Spalling of concrete 
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60 . 


a. 
Or---,--~_,--,--,---,--~-, 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Vertical web displacement(mm) 
__j 

Figure 7: Load vs. displacement relationship for Series A specimens 

Series Rff' 

Failure Modes: Initial failure was indicated by tearing [Fig. 8] of the FRP 

laminate sheet in the vicinity of the flange-web intersection. This type of failure 

was also reported by Ehsani (1997) and El-Dakhakhni et al. (2004). Final failure 

was characterized by a snapping noise indicating failure of steel TTJR. Closer 

inspection of the deformed truss members showed, again, two types of failure 

[Fig. 6(b)] in the TTJR: yielding of the longitudinal rods of the truss or fracture of 

the weld at the intersection of the longitudinal and diagonal truss members . 

Strength Characteristics: Four sources of strength available for assemblages 

with the above mentioned retrofit scheme are shear strength of mortar, composite 
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laminate strength and steel reinforcement induced shear friction caused by the 

elongation of the steel truss members. Unlike the A-Series, initial resistance of 

Series R0° to applied load was supplied by the shear strength of the mortar and the 

stabilizing weak fibers (oriented orthogonally to load direction) which later 

sheared-off as expected. The composite system provided the intersection with an 

increased load carrying capacity [Fig. 19] and stiffness by delaying the shear-slip 

of the mortar at the intersection. After slip, any residual capacity was provided by 

the steel TTJR and the induced shear friction mobilized by the elongation of the 

steel rods. 

In retrospect, orienting unidirectional fibers parallel to load direction seems 

inefficient because any resistance by the laminate would be offered by the 

shearing of the epoxy and fibers in the weak direction. In addition, tearing of the 

laminate is a fairly brittle failure mode compared to delamination and other failure 

modes observed in other specimens as will be shown later. The average load 

carrying capacity of the assemblages tested in this phase was 97 kN [Table 3], 

almost twice the capacity of the A-Series [Figure 20]. 

Deformation Characteristics: The load-displacement relationship of 

assemblages tested for this phase is shown in Fig. 9, with a typical relationship 

(for Specimen Series R0°-2) shown in bold. From the graph, the load

displacement relationship is linear up to maximum load (point b) is visible. From 

point b to c, the slipping of the web is observable. It is believed that, the FRP 
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resulted in this stiffness enhancement and in the delay of the shear-slip of the 

mortar at the flange-web intersection. 

However, because the main fibers were not engaged in resisting the shear due 

to their orientation, no further residual capacity was available. Therefore a 

decreasing trend is noticed from point b to c. Continued displacements, resulted in 

a gain in load carrying capacity attributed to the deformation of the steel rods in 

the TTJR. This increase in stiffness occurred up to point d. A decreasing load 

carrying capacity due to the yielding of the longitudinal steel ties occurred at 

point d, therefore no other sources of strength remain in the A-Series specimens. 

The average recorded displacement at maximum load was 1.41 mm as shown in 

Fig. 19. 

Figure 8: Failure mode - Series R0° 
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Figure 9: Load vs. displacement relationship for Series R0° Specimens 

Series R9ff 

Failure Modes: Similar to the previous specimens, the initial failure for the 

specimens tested in this phase was a shear-slip along the vertical flange-web 

intersection. However, unlike Series R0° specimens, the GFRP provided residual 

post-slip capacity. At times, the post-slip peak load was higher than the pre-slip 

peak load. The FRP failure mode was a partial delamination in the vicinity of the 

vertical intersection. However, because the fibers were not able to sustain shear 

deformations, the failure mode for the laminate system was similar to that of 

dowels as shown in Fig. 10. Ultimate failure was characterized by snapping of the 

steel rods. 
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Strength Characteristics: The load-displacement relationship of assemblages 

tested for this phase is shown in Fig. 11, with a typical relationship (for Specimen 

Series R90°-2) shown in bold. Comparing the pre-slip load-displacement trend for 

Series R0° and R90° in Fig.19 provides two valuable observations. First, the peak

load was roughly the same for both phases, indicating that the resistance may 

have been provided by the shear strength of the epoxy layer of the laminate 

system and the mortar at the intersection. Secondly, the stiffness ofthe specimens 

was almost identical up to peak load for both phases. However, the major 

improvement that specimens of this series achieved was the enhancement to the 

post-peak behavior compared to Series R0° specimens. This will be discussed in 

the following section under deformation characteristics. After undergoing large 

displacements, resistance to applied load was supplied by the TTJR due to 

elongation based on the same mechanism as explained earlier. The average 

ultimate capacity of the three specimens tested was 89 kN [Table 3]. An increase 

of 1.91 times its unretrofitted specimen's capacity [Figure 20]. 

Deformation Characteristics: A typical load-displacement relationship is that 

of Specimen Series R90°-2 shown in Fig. 11. The relationship is almost linear (a 

to b) up to the pre-slip peak load. After shear-slip, the load carrying capacity 

decreased up to point c. After sufficient deformation had occurred, the fibers 

within the FRP laminate were engaged. From point c to d, one can notice the 

substantial post-peak residual capacity. In addition, a ductile failure mode, as 
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indicated by the plateau (c to d) was achieved. This enhancement to the post-peak 

behavior is attributed to the fact that the FRP fibers had to deform from its 90° 

orientation to provide any resistance to applied load. This is confirmed by 

observing Fig. 11, where one can notice that with increasing displacement, there 

was a progressive degradation of stiffness from point c to d, indicating fibers 

undergoing dowel action and re-orienting with increased specimen capacity. In 

Fig. 19, comparing the typical load-displacement trend of Series R90° and R0° it 

can be noticed that both series are almost identical up to a displacement of 

approximately 5.0 mm. However, after 5 mm, Series R0° specimens experienced 

a continuous degradation of stiffness after reaching pre-slip peak load. The fiber 

re-orientation of Series R90° specimens resulted in an improved pseudo-ductile 

behaviour, as indicated by the plateau in Fig. 19. Comparison between Series 

R90° and R0° demonstrates the importance of fiber orientation on the post-peak 

behavior of the retrofitted specimen. The average recorded pre-slip displacement 

was 1.2 mm and the average residual post-slip displacement was 4.1 mm [Fig. 

19]. 

Figure 10: Failure mode - Series R90° 
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Figure 11 : Load vs. displacement relationship for Series R90° Specimens 

Series R9ff' !if 

Failure Modes: Using two orthogonal layers of the unidirectional fibers meant 

that vertical deformation of the horizontal fiber engages the connected vertical 

fiber into tension; thus resulting in a diagonal tension state (see Fig. 12) of stress 

in the laminate system. 
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Figure 12 : The two diagonal tension fields 

Initial failure for specimens associated with this phase of testing was 

characterized by a shear-slip along the flange-web intersection of the composite 

assemblage. Unlike Series R0° specimens, the tearing of the laminate was not 

sudden. Failure of the laminate commenced with partial tearing followed by 

partial delamination and was concluded by complete tearing of laminate system 

[Fig 13]. Failure modes exhibited by this series were combinations of those 

sustained by Series R0° and R90° specimens. As expected, final failure was 

characterized by a snapping noise indicating failure of steel TTJR. 
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Strength Characteristics: Application of two layers of laminate provided the 

assemblage with improved performance compared to those of Series R0° and 

R90°. The maximum average load achieved for specimens in this phase was 

roughly 50% more [Table 3] than those of Series R0° and R90°. Sufficient epoxy 

bond strength was available to transfer stresses from the 1st laminate layer to the 

next. Therefore under sustained loading, the load path was provided by the 90° 

laminate of the base layer displacing vertically and engaging the strong horizontal 

fibers to undergo dowel action similar to Series R90°. Moreover, the shear friction 

component of this force helped improving the specimen resistances. The vertical 

displacement also resulted in the partial tearing of the composite laminate system. 

Once partial delamination and/or tearing occurred, transfer of forces to the steel 

TTJR resulted, ultimately, in their failure. The average ultimate capacity of Series 

R90°/0° specimens tested was 142 kN [Table 3], approximately 3 times Series A 

specimen' s capacity [Figure 20]. 

Deformation Characteristics: The load-displacement curve of Specimen 

R90°/0° -2, shown in Fig. 14(bold line), indicates that the stiffness of the 

assemblages tested in the phase is almost constant and linear from point a to point 

b. From a to b, the laminate was able to improve the stiffness of the intersection, 

thus delaying the shear-slip of the mortar at the intersection. Stiffness degradation 

occurred after achieving a peak load, indicating slipping of the web up to point c. 

After sufficient deformation occurred, a positive stiffness resulted in a new post
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slip peak load (point d). This residual capacity was offered by the dowel action of 

individual horizontal fibers of the 90° GFRP layer. There was a progressive 

degradation of stiffness, just as experienced by the composite assemblages of 

Series R90°. Large deformations resulted in the steel ties getting engaged into 

tension and causing final failure through yielding and fracture. 

Comparison between pre-slip load-displacement [Fig. 19] trend for Series R90°/0° 

to that of R0° and R90° indicated the following observations: the use of the bi

directional laminate resulted in improved pre-slip stiffness of the wall specimen. 

In addition, the horizontal fibers directly affect the pseudo-ductility of the 

composite assemblage. The average recorded pre-slip displacement was 1.33 mm 

and the average residual post-slip displacement was 4.08 mm [Fig. 19]. 

Rupture 
ofGFRP 

Figure 13: Failure mode- Series R90°/0° 
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Figure 14: Load vs. displacement relationship for Series R90°/0° Specimens 

Series R(9ff'IO'i 

Failure Modes: Initial failure of this series was also a shear-slip of the mortar at 

the flange-web intersection. Doubling the thickness of GFRP aimed at eliminating 

the vertical tearing of laminate as a governing failure mode, since it is brittle in 

comparison to delamination. However, the final fai lure mode achieved in this 

series was of a brittle nature through formation of a crack through the webs of the 

blocks and ultimately tensile splitting of the concrete masonry units(CMU) 

through the faceshells (see Fig. 15). The splitting of the CMU is due to the 

induced lateral tensile stresses developed in the laminates, which resisted the 

vertical displacement of the web block relative to the flange at the intersection. 

This shows the implication of increasing the laminate density on altering the 
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failure mode of composite retrofitted walls. Unlike the previous retrofit schemes, 

the steel TTJR did not fail since failure was caused by masonry failure as will be 

discussed in the following section. 

Strength Characteristics: The strength of the composite assemblage was 

controlled by the tensile splitting strength of concrete masonry unit (CMU). This 

is due to the interfacial stress between the GFRP laminate and the concrete 

masonry units. The stronger GFRP and the epoxy bond between the laminate and 

concrete block was sufficiently high to eliminate tearing as the predominant 

failure mode as observed in the previous phases of the project. Application of load 

causes the laminates fibers to go into tension, causing a tensile force on the 

faceshell of the concrete blocks. 

The double thickness of GFRP laminate ensured that none to very little shear 

deformation occurred. The GFRP laminate was able to improve the strength and 

stiffness of the mortar joint, thus delaying the onset of shear-slip. Therefore, the 

critical weak link was the concrete block itself. Due to the high stiffness of the 

specimens, very little deformation occurred; therefore the concrete block was not 

able to engage the TTJR. Therefore, only sources of the strength were the mortar 

along the vertical intersection, laminate system and the concrete block itself. 

The average ultimate capacity of the three specimens tested was 229 kN [Table 

3], approximately 4.91 times Series A specimen's capacity [Fig. 20]. 
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Deformation Characteristics: The average load-displacement relationship of 

R(90° /0°)2-1, shown in Fig. 16(bold line) can be considered typical for the 

discussion of this section. The load-displacement relationship was linear up to the 

peak load (point b) as can be seen in Figure 16. After achieving peak load the 

assemblages were not able to sustain this load level for increasing deformation. 

Even though the specimens of this phase were the strongest among the entire 

retrofit schemes, Fig. 19, shows that the load-displacement relationship was 

considerably more brittle than the previously tested phases. Point c represents 

failure when the faceshells within the CMU split and testing was terminated. 

Figure 19, also shows the improved stiffness of the double thickness laminate 

system which was able to delay the shear-slip of the mortar at the flange-web 

intersection. The average recorded displacement at peak load was 4.66 mm [Fig. 

19]. 

Figure 15: Failure mode- Series R (90°/0°)2 
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Figure 16: Load vs. displacement relationship for Series R (90°/0°)2 Specimens 

Failure Modes: The failure mode for the specimens associated with the retrofit 

scheme employed in this phase was of complete delamination of the laminate at 

either side of the intersection [Fig. 17]. This was followed instantaneously by the 

yielding of the steel ties. This can be attributed to the transfer of stresses from the 

laminate system to the only remaining source of strength of the assemblage which 

are the steel ties. Shear-slip of the mortar at the intersection would have occurred 

prior to the transfer of stresses to the steel ties. 

Strength Characteristics: The orientations of the fibers selected in this phase 

prove to be an efficient means of increasing the strength of the composite 
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assemblage. For the same fabric density, specimens of series R45°/135° were able 

to achieve average peak loads 1.5 times that of the R90°/0° [Table 3]. This can be 

explained due to the higher stiffness of the laminate system; which is attributed to 

the fibers being subjected to direct tension. The average ultimate capacity of the 

three specimens tested was 214 kN [Table 3], an average increase of 4.6 times 

Series A specimen's capacity [Fig. 20]. 

The fibers oriented at 45 ° to the loading plane are subjected to axial tension. 

However, orienting unidirectional fibers at 135 ° to the plane of loading seems 

inefficient because any resistance by the laminate would be offered by the axial 

compression of the strong fibers. GFRP Laminates are utilized for their strength 

in tension and not compression. However, the assemblage being tested in a full

scale wall would require fibers oriented in both directions due to the possibility of 

load reversal when subjected to a seismic load. Therefore, to represent in-situ 

conditions, the assemblages of this series were retrofitted with unidirectional 

fibers at 45° and 135 ° to the loading plane. 

Deformation Characteristics: The load-displacement curve of Specimen 

R45°/135°-2, shown in Fig. 18(bold line), indicates that the stiffness of the 

assemblages tested in the phase is almost constant and linear from point a to point 

b. Beyond point b, the specimens exhibited almost perfect brittle failure. 

Specimens of this series exhibited almost constant stiffness up to failure (point b). 

An important observation here is the impact of fiber orientation on the 
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deformation characteristics of the assemblage. The orientations of the fibers 

selected in this phase prove to be supply the highest stiffness most efficiently 

among all the retrofit schemes tested. This can be seen in Figure 21, where the 

single thickness of FRP laminate in the R45°/135° series had as much stiffness as 

the double thickness of FRP laminate used in the R (90°/0°i series. However, on 

average, the displacements at ultimate load for Series R45°/135° specimens were 

38 % that of the specimens tested in Series R90°/0°. The average recorded 

displacement at peak load was 1.56 mm [Fig. 19]. 

Figure 17: Failure mode- Series R45°/l35° 
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Figure 18: Load vs. displacement relationship for Series R45°/l35° Specimens 

CONCLUSIONS 

Three unretrofitted and fifteen retrofitted intersecting masonry 

assemblages were tested under different retrofit schemes. Tests included 

assemblages retrofitted with unidirectional fibers (0°), unidirectional fibers (90°), 

bidirectional fibers (90°/0°), bidirectional fibers (90°/0°) - Double thickness & 

bidirectional fibers (45°/135°) subjected to direct shear at the flange-web 

intersection. The following conclusions were derived from the exploratory 

investigation: 

1. 	 The GFRP laminates increased the load-carrying capacity of the 

intersecting masonry assemblages, exhibiting shear-failure of the vertical 

mortar joint (as-built), tearing of the FRP laminate (0°), partial 

delamination (90°), a combination of tearing and delamination (0°/90°), 
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tensile splitting of the concrete block (Double thickness- 0°/90°), & 

complete delamination of GFRP laminate(45°/l35°). Increase in shear 

strength capacity varied from 1.91 to 4.91 times the as-built specimens 

[Fig. 20]. 

2. 	 Assemblages retrofitted with GFRP strong fibers oriented orthogonally to 

load direction (Series R90°) prove to improve the post-peak behaviour the 

most by providing some kind of pseudo-ductility [Fig. 19]. 

3. 	 The single layer of GFRP with strong fibers oriented (45°/135°) to load 

direction prove to be most efficient in improving the stiffness of the 

composite assemblage prior to shear-slip of the vertical mortar joint [Fig. 

21]. 

4. 	 Fabric density had a direct impact on strength & altering the failure mode 

from the GFRP laminate system to the concrete block. 

5. 	 Fabric orientation proves to directly affect strength and stiffness of the 

composite assemblage [Figure 20 and Figure 21]. 

6. 	 Depending on service use; density and orientation can be adjusted to 

improve the strength, post-peak behaviour and stiffness of intersecting 

shearwalls. The GFRP laminate system has helped to improve the 

performance of the as-built specimens and address the need for the seismic 

retrofit of intersecting shear walls. 
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NOTATION 

The following symbols are used in this paper: 

FRP Fiber-Reinforced Polymer 

GFRP Glass Fiber-Reinforced Polymer 

TTJR Truss-Type Joint Reinforcement 

cov Coefficient of Variation 

LPDT Linear Potential Displacement Transducers 

CMU Concrete Masonry Units 
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• 'S~jiC).!fM \<:a;i."ts <:Jin be ;p!~..io:::€d upon requ11st 

T, 	 ASTM D-4065 180' F (32' C) 

TensJie Strength .p-si ASTM 0-538 
Type1 

Tensite Modulus, psi ASTM D-538 
Type 1 

Elongation Pertent ASTM D-633 
Type 1 

Flexural Strength, psi ASTM D-79'J 

Figure A.l - Fibreglass Cloth [reproduced from Fyfe Co., 2008] 
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DESIGN 
Siste-m ~rh1~l be de5~r113j to mee! 

Ces1gn criteria. The cr!te:!a for each 
!]f0j€ct is dlctated by the sn~rneef of r£-cmd and 
ary 1 elevan~ bw\cHr~; coaes an(!for guidelln-es. 
The c'estgn should btt b&se~j on the ar!o'liable 
s..train tu~a.:fl \Yfl€ of applfcm~)f1 and :he design 
mn::fulus of the rnattmaL Tf·e- fyfe Co. LLC 
engtleer:ng staff wtil proviiB preiiminaf't design 
at nv ot-tigation 

INSTALLATION 
Tyta~ System !o be ns~at~ec tJy Fyf:e Co. LLC 
tr,;:wwd :and eert fe-d a;Jphcaw-rs lnstajla:icm 
stw.H be ln stnct ecmpLance 'Nith the Fy1ec Co 
LLC OuaHy Contml MJncJal. 

SURFACE PREPARATION 
Tt~e r~quire1 surface pn=paraton ts largely 
jep-9tVJBn1 on :he :ype of element b:emg 
strengthened. In generaL the surfJce must be 
cle-an. j:-i a:"C tree Df ~rctn;sroos or ca:.-1t1es, 
whkh may cau'!e ','(Jids M:l'hinj the Tyf::r~ 

e:ono8sfe. Co!unn surface'a that vd::! receive 
c.ontirJJGus wr:1ps l':/O;Cali;r requirl? cmy abroom 
ciea:~w1g. D1s-ecminucus wrapping stufacB:s 
{~vals, t~eams, si.JbtL etc.) typ\:alt) requwe a iigh! 
83JiC:blast, .grj.nc:n-;J m o:her approve<! rnetliods 
topreparefcr bonding. Tyfo>tfibrwrap'*Am.::hcrs 
.:re incorporated it• sorre designs. -:-l1E: Fy'fe 
Co. LLC engineelW<Q stalf wil prcNide 1le PX<e! 
s~-e<Aicatons and details llaserJ en the projeci 
recutrements 

MIXING 
For pm·meaog·:.aeO units m 5-g:a!lon ("i9L) 
containers, pou: the contents. of component 
B into the paH cf component .A, ;-or drw~1s. 
prermx each compon-en!. ·i DG. 0 PJ:rts of 
compone,~t A to 42 :J par::s of component B by 
1/{}lume ~ ~ 00 parts ofCO:"flponentA to 34.5 PJrts of 
cornjXiflentB by weight,!. ~.{ix thcrcugh!yforfiyg 
nmute-s wi#l aTyfo"-' tow speed mixer .)t 400-600 
RPM unfl unlbrnly ble~•1ed. 

APPtiCAIION 
Feea fabnc tnrough the Tyro* Satm2tor an;: 
appii usin·:J the Tyro• wrappinG eqwpment or 
aoproved hand nethods. See <lara shee: on tn<S 
equipment HJnd saturation is aHcwable. 
prcv•decl the ~~oxy is applie<l uniformly and 
neets the specifi-ca:ions 

LIMITATIONS 
Minjmum app!!callon tempera1ure of the epr_,;xy 
is 40' F (4'C). DO NOT THIN, solvents ..viti 
prevent prope-r ewe 

COMPONENT A - Irritant 

PrmatHled tonr.u::; ~o ~he -shin mav cau~? 


irri;auc.r. Avo:d Eye <:on:.lct · 


COMPONENT B - Irritant 

Contact with sku; nJy Gause s-evere burtl:E 

Avoid eye contact. Product is a stmng 

sens.ltt::8f. i;se of SJfet.J gog-gles ana: chem;

ca! resistant g!cves re-comrurnded. RemO'ie 

contarwnated clc-thb~. Avoi<J h:e.atnm;~ vapors. 

:.Jse a-dBquate ventilation. us:,e of an o-r;;pnc. 

·vapor respirator recommende0 


SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

Use of a:1 apmoveJ oa::~r:le nash is r-ec

omme~~c:ed fer pcssitYe atrt")rne p.arteies. 

Gloves :are reeommencec '•Nhe-n handling 

fabrics to avokl shin £ntabDn Safety glasses are 

re-comrnend&d :o prevent eye Jrritaton 


riRSTAID 

In case of sl<m contact wa·;r, thoroughly w:rn 

soap aM water For Ele contact. !lust: 

hlme\fa1Bty. For respirato-r:; protrerm=.., !Hmove: 

to fresh :air. Wash c!ctnin~ lJetoro re~is.e 


CLEANUP 
Collect 'Nilh absorbem mate-ria!. flush with 
·t~ater. D;spos:e of accon:tance wrth toea: 
Jisposal regwmfons. Uncurea na1eri.a~ can he 
rerncv:EKI with J-I>Dr>::tV&-~ solvent. CurOO m.atenals 
car on!y t~e removed met>'~anical!y 

Tyfo• flbrwrap• Systems 

Nancy Ridge Technology Center 


TYFO" S COMPOSITE SAMPLES 
Please no;e thJ::field s;;mples Jre to be cure:d for 
43-homs at '40~F (61YC; tefo!'.g testing Testing 
sh.Jll ile in actcroance w:th ASTM D-30?.9 and 
FyfB Go. LLC sampls f£SpJrattorJ aqd •.estin<J 
orocedures. 

SHIPPING lABELS CONTAIN 
~ sta~e speofic.JtDn number 1N'ith rlo•:!ificaJC::lOB, 

if aop!ica~le 
• Cornpcnent <le.>:-ign:;Jt;on 
• Type, if apph:;::J;!e 
" MamJfadurnr s nane 
" Date of rnanuf:acture 
• B~khname 
* State !c number, ,r ap;AtallE 
• D~rnc.i.!c,ns for use 
• Warnmg-s or orfKctu!hms hy ;aw 

KEEP CONTAINER TIGHTLY CLOSED. 

MOT FOR INTER MAL CONSUMPTIOrl, 

CONSULT MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 

{MSOS) FOR MORE lrJFORMATIOrl. 

KEEP OUT OF PEACH OF CHILDREN. 

FOR IN[llJSTRIAL USE ONLY. 


&310 Nancy Rldgt~ Drlvo, Suit!! 103, San DliJgO, CA 92121 

Tel: 858.642.0694 Fax: 85B.64L0947 


E-mail; lnlo®fyfeco,com Web: hltp:llwww.fyfeco.com 


Stat-Wn~flt of Re.s.pon~hmty; T=:le tec!?Pt:a! :rJorr1trJon and appiKatlon ad'>t ce n ltM pub! cation% ba~..;':d on me :=tre:>er1 state iJf IJUr~t ri<:.ertffic and pra{:,'rr:a! ~nn~,.. eJye 
As :'1e %1ture lt :he ;nformatk.VI herein ,s g.anera\ oo a%t.rnr:.tioo c~m be r·:ade a~ tc th~ prcdutt; $u;trd;.i!fty fol' a partkd-.f!r ~;:se or .&p~Jic~tion, and no WJfTCllt'{ a~ :o JB 
acc;Jmcy. reh~Jfl,tt or compl~:e1ess. e,tber expresaed or irnp:ied, >S gNen r.<trl7:' thii:n ';h(:ee reqtire.i by State ~eg%iatit:<~t Pre ov.rer. >'li3 repres.e-ntf«tiH~~ 11J ~~ <:"c>~:meor ~ 
res.~(l;lsible for .::.heckrg '31e ~J!hb>ily .::t ;:rodlA& for lh& intended we, :::ie d se:r-.'!C>:, •.vhe.re f?fOV!di3C, doe~ r;A cc:f'~$tiMe supervisc'r'f re:nor:s#:d~t)', 5ug;%5ll0fi~ ffi)de 
ty (he Pyle Co., eitllervert-a:l:lcf ,r: 1-'irrtrq, nay be f,)!iJ'Iif{l, n"W;f~ed or re-.e-c:eD by the &k'.<flef. engilee or contractcr s~rKe !hey, arc not tf.e< fyft: Cc., are >espomtb!e 
fr.:1 taTy'ing aut prcte%re ;)PP!"®fiate j) a s-.::edfit %l;d.cato-n. 

Figure A.l (continued)- Fibreglass Cloth [reproduced from Fyfe Co., 2008] 
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DESCRIPTION 
The Tyto" S EpDxy is a two-wmponent epoxy 
matn' n"leml toriKfl(tngapplications. TheTrio' 
SEpoxycomhine<lwim Tyfo SEH and Tyfo SCH 
fabrics is aNSF/ANSI Standafd 61listed product 
tor drinking watersysterns. It is ahigh elongation 
material which .gives optimum properties as a 
mmr>x tor me Tyia' Fib:wr<lp Sys:em. It prooiCes 
a lang wor~JP.4 t irne :or apphcato '1 , '.Vfih no 
olfensi'e odor Tyto• S Epoxy may aiso tJe 
thic(ll;er£d and used .as a pnme or fin1sn coat 
depending upon the project requirements. 

USE 
The Tyto• S Eoot y matrix matenal is combined 
·:.i th the TY,cr' fabrics to provide a wet-layup 
composle system tor sueng\hen:ng structura l 
members. 

ADVANTAGES 

ICC-ES ESR-21031isted produc: 


• 	 NSfiANSI Standard 61 listed product lor 


dnnking water systems 


• 	 Good high temperature propernes 

Good low temper<lture orooenies 


l cng working time 


High elongation 


• 	 Ambient cure 


100% scl·,ent-lree 


COVERAGE 
.~pp roximately 0.8 pounds of epoxy per 1.0 
pound o1 fabricwhen Ollr Tyro• Saturator ~used 
Wnen used JS a prime ooat the coverage is 
lnghly depelldent upon the existing sur!Jce. 

PACKAGING 
Order in 55-g~ drums Of prtHueasured units 
m 5-gal!on containers. 

MIX RATIO 
100 .0 parts of component A to 42 .0 parts 
ot component B lly volume. (100 parts of 
component A to 34 5 parts ot component B 
by weight) 

SHELF LIFE 

Two years in orig;nal, unopene<l and orope~y 


stored containers. 


STORAGE CONOiliONS 

S!ore at 4ff ill 90' F (4' !D 32' C) Avoid lrEBzillQ. 


CERTIFICATE OF COMPUANCE 

wmbe supplied upon request complere 
wllh slate and fe<leral packaging laws wl!h 
copy of lailels used. 

Mmeria[ salety ctata sMets w~l be supplied 
upoo request 

• 	 0 ossesses 0% V. O.C. level , per 
ASTM D-2369 . 

IIDF,to• S 

Tyfo"' S 
Saturant Epoxy 

INSTALLATION 
T'ifo" System to be installed ily Fyfe Co. LLC 
lrnined and cen•ned applicators. Installation 
shall be in strict compt.ance w1m lhe Fyfe Co. 
LLC Quaity Control Manual 

SlmFACE PREPARATION 
The required sur!ace preparation 1s largely 
depend~nt on ~ he type ot element being 
strer.grhene<l. In general, ihe surface must be 
clean, <lr:l .ar o free of protrusions cr cavi11es . 
which m~y cause voids behind the Tyto• 
composite Column surfaces thai wm receive 
continucJUs wraps typ!cally ;ecuire only a IJroom 
cleaning Discontinuous wrapping surfaces 
(walls,l>eams, slalls. etc_) typ1cally re<:uire alcght 
sandblast, grinding or oth&r approved methods 
tc-1prepare for ix..nding Mechal'lica! anchors -are 
mc.orocraied in sorne desigrs. The Fyfe Co 
LLC engineeling :swff ·will prov·!de ~ he proper 
spec~fit.ahOns anc 1eta!ls ba~€-d on the projet: 
re<(uiremen15. 

MIXING 
F?r pre--measured units in 5-galion containers, 
;::our the coments. of component B into tr.e 
pail of component A. For drums, premix each 
component 100 0 parts of component A to 
42.0parts of component 8 by volume (100 parts 
of component A to 34.5parts of com~-on?m 8 by 
weigh!). It ma!enal is too thHi, !lrum heaters 
may be used on metal containers, or h~~ ~ 

unmixed components IJy placing containers in 
1 30~ F (54c c) rap •.vater or sunhght, 11;Jo;:i;~a!.f,e , 

until the desired viscosity is achieved. Do not 
thin; sol·,ents will prevent proper cure. MIX 
thoroughly for five minutes witfl a low speed 
m1xer at 400-fi C{) RPM until unrrOff'lly b<ended. 
When using as aprtme coat or finishcoat, Tyf~ 
S EOOX)' may tJe thic~ened in the fi eld 10 !he 
desired consist&ncy. 

APPLICATION 
Tyto• s Epoxy 1s applied to a varier, of Tyto" 
f,1brics using tneTyro~ Saturator or by approved 
hand-applied methods. See data sheet on this 
eQUipment. Hand saturation is ailowallle, 
provided !he epoxy is applied uniformly and 
meetslhespec1ic.1dons. Tyto"S Epoxy c.an ~lso 
be appf'ed as a pnme coat by brust. or roller. 

LIMITATIONS 
Minimum applitation temper~ture of tM epo.,y 
;s 40' F (4' C) DO NOT THIN: solvents will 
pre·;ent prcper cure 

Cokr 	 Component A is clear to pal~ yellow 
ComponEnt 8 ts clear 

CompooentA at 77' F (25' C) lS 11,000-13,COOcps 
ASTM 0-2392-80 
Component B at 77' F (25' C) is t t cps 
ASTM D-2393-80 

VJsCOSit'/ of Mixed Product 	 600-700 cps 

(Pound!GaEon) Component A= 9.7 (4A~gl3 79Ll 
Component B=7 9 (3H~.79L) 

Mr~ed product = 9. 17 (4. 2kgr3.79L) 

Densir;at 

Figure A.2 - Epoxy [reproduced from Fyfe Co_, 2008] 
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PROPERTY 

T, 

T>:-ns.h: St:~ngth , min:rnum ps; 

H~xura; Streqgth. osi 

Fler.ural Modu us, psi 

ASTM 
METHOD 

ASTM D-40f5 

ASTM D~63B 
Type 1 

ASTM D-C3-~-

ASTM C-t:;,s 
T;toe 1 

ASTM D-790 

TYPICAL 
TEST \/AlUE' 

180'F iS2'Ci 

7.251} csi 
(5G.G M?.:n 

461DG')psi 
(3.1B3Pa) 

17frOJ psi 
\123 4 MPJl 

4S2.C1lG PSi 
(3.12 G?a~ 

SHIPPING LABELS CON!AiN 
• sure spec&canon nunoor w;!h rP<ld;ficatioos 

it applicable 
, Componen1 designation 
• T)'pe if aophcable 
• Manufacturer's narl"e 
• Date of manutJcture 
• Bater~ nan~e 
• State lot number. if apptcatle 
• OJec:.ions fer use 
• ~NarRngs or precautions required by faw 

KEEP CONTAINER TIGHTLY CLOSED. 

NOT FOR INTERNAL CmlSUMPTlON. 

CONSULT MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 

{MSOSl FOR MORE INFORMATIO~l. 
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. 
FOR INOIJSTRIAL USE ONLV. 

-::.-·:.s'i>~i<a;:;·,.~d:]~;~. 12-~'m!·m,.,. (~rips: "'o;::::-2716-0Q55-~:i'i.P:O 

.. ;.,;[ reque~: 

COMPONENT A- Irritant 
Prolonged contact to the skin mai cause 
irritation. A.void eye contac;. 

COMPONENT B -Irritant 
Contact ·with sr\in may cause severe burns 
Avoid eye contact ::>reduct is a strong 
sensitizer Use of safety ;Joggles and cher1ical 
resisiant gloves recommended. Remove 
contaminated clothing. Avoid breathing vapors 
Use adequate ventilation. Use of an organic 
vapor respirator recommended. 

FIRST AID 
In case of s~:in contact, wash n-,oroughly with 
soap and water. For e~·e contact. flush 
immediately w!!h plenty of water: contact 
p!lys;cian imrlediately_ For respiratory 
problems, remove to fresh air 'Nash clothing 
before reuse. 

ClEANUP 
CoEect with absorbent materia!, flush with 
water. D:spose of in accordance with local 
disposal regulations Uncured ma:enal can !le 
removed with approved solvent Cured materials 
can only be rernoveil mechamcally 

Tyfo• Fibrwrap• Systems 

Nancy Ridge Technology Cooter 


6310 Nancy Ridge Drive, Suite 103, San Diego, CA 92121 

Tel: 858.&42.0694 Fax: 858.642.0947 


E-mail: lnfo@fyfoco.com Web: http:IJwwwJyfeco.com 


St.1t@;m€1ftt of RBsponsib1lity: The re~rtn-enl rJormati•Jn and :JJPI:ca;ion a<fvitt n tris ~t;1iica.~or. is twed on tl>e present stat-e of our be-st scientif;c and practitJ- knowledge 
As tt:--e r:ature of the informaton hert-in iS genera;, no as.suMpticn car be --nade as t~::J ilie .c:roduct's swtat!hty for a particular u5e or appLca-1!>:>1, and rt:} -.rtJJrart;' as torrs 
accuracy. refiabWty cr co~·~;; etcr.-c-ss, etrer e:.:~ss-ed or ,mpke<l, is J'i'len otter ::nan tho.:.le requxed !sf State legblati:-.r. P-le 0'1\·nec h.,s re~re-sen:a-;!·/e o:r tte contractor ;E 

re&;J<:)f>iiit -e for cheaing tf,e Sli~nllUti of pr.Xvcts for the:::r in~e:fJded 11se Feld ser'ii?e, ~\here ;YUV"':fe:d. does no: :::D>ISthu~e sUper\'tscry l"ffij})fts-ibi i~y. Suggestions f1)aae 
~~Y 'he Ffie Co either ·.,erball >;::-- 1n w-ri:m.gr may be tohowed, rmdlfled Of rejected fri the owner, -engineer or oeontra-ctor sm·:e tt'ei and nm t1-e i=yie Co are respor:s1n::e 
for ,::_.zvryir;g om ;J~ocedur~ a;:,.;::<opc~:late to .a ~s~Jk- a::~; ic~:,or 

Patert~ in u.s.;..__ CitrJGa. .end o:her coun:nes. !§) Copyrigh! 2005-2000 :=yre Co LLC 44..08 

Figure A.2 (continued)- Epoxy [reproduced from Fyfe Co., 2008] 
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BL·BO TRUSS·TYPE REINFORCEMENT 
Welaea Mill balmlze~ or ~ot Dl~~e~ GalvanizeoSteel ~oos 

16" !400 mmj O.C. 
I I 
If )II 

I I 

~~illASll!Cl61,il:i5:llb' 

,t.l r,ji~])Jit CSAlil!WdK!.\l. 

MlPa®4~: 
• Sr~JCoo_ 

10'(3111m) ~lhs. 

2S ~ p« bJ!l'jJa 
2SO i~Jm) 

I HuVYD\IlY_ 
2S~f!rllll1dla 
2S0' (~ .3 m) 

•Exru Huvv Durc 
25~p«lllrr:Jle. 
2&1 (81.3m) 

I:OIE: li V:rrm ifd Ts(!!) 

~)]~~ Px1,W· 
~Ill~ ~ ~~!f'ellxr~. 
asi~liet¥®1~ ~x32' 

~mm 1SOO m) 
WIOC\R 
~~U8~M1!. 

Fabricale-J 
Comers 
and Tees 

Bl·lO lruss·l~~e Reinforcement 
Wel~ed M~l ~alvanize~ or~~ m~~d Galvanued Steel ~ods 

~~~dJI~ : ~3Pk<:t~ 11' ~111 m)• Hea~ ~~:~ ~~:e!;~'l~13 m) 
~tr1 H~a~ ~u~:ll ~es ; !~r tmm) 

IDti~W NUMB!I 

Figure A.3- Truss Type Joint Reinforcement [reproduced from BLOK-LOK 

Ltd., 2007] 
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Joint Reinforcement----
Joilt reinlof\:~11Hltls mailed il hortontalmortar joint31Jf 

nJas)n~ fur shrinka~ sres; control. For jc~nt reirforren1ent to 
eff£ct~o/ dstribul€ str~ rr mu&t be adequaJe~ boodai ~rougn 
too mortar so ~at ~e en~ and r~nlorooment a.:rtogB1!1er. 

Tatle Ashewn 001®. slrows wire s~e and ~up~rlies for 
stool pint reinfortement maiBfial. 

Table A 
Wire Sizes and Properties for 

Steel Joint Reinforcement 
~~iEM lo~11JW!Al C!loss OR DliooNAJ. 

IJESR:~lATIOll WillES WIRE 

~ v.!+l' ~~~~ i~ ~m ~.l#',¥~>tl.OO m~ 

lii~Du! uli1S tJ·W~,i~~ 1!11'! ~1+1' 11 \lli 1tro m~ 
&IRIII'jDmy ~.lf:Yt1W)(4.~1111'! ~·t~r4:'wllli 

M!M Ail Ill CS.I GIJ Wire Re~liRf!l!llll 
;l.vtmml~K'WM~;. 

l!llik~ret~~ m.~oo~ 

Yelt5mllt m.~oo~ 

R!dtbdJm: l~ 

9GAIJGCWI!Ii ~WN~~t 
Wldlt\1111 vl+ll!.~.%11'111 ~.19nit. ~.IS rom) 

tm;.le!lllftaf W.2~.rrrn 11.!11\tffiffi 

iltaFdlre !.~l~~.fi) 1.~21i'iiR; 

fill~ loll U~bl ~BNi ~~~~OOM 

·~loll ~~! bl. :9)) Ni 211~111.1'001511 

Rnisnes------
BioK{ok oonnnuous reiroorCBment ~¥S~s ar~ d\'aillble in a 
vmy offiillsnes. 

Table B 
Finishes for 

Joint Reinforcement Systems 

f'mi!H -SP!\R.I]ON Col11m MHt!ltli 
SPEimlllN Cr!lntOUI.ss 

ll~n~!d M~ c1u.::~:4 I$~ ~lg 

1:~ 
1/ii (S,lJ};(I!!I A511UJi1 IB)oz~: 

Ml C~il ~~~~~r: 
f'atlitltiln' 

Slilllti!Slll Me 15fl.l)!.,lj~ 
NIIP ~nmro

T)~dWI! 

Hill~ ~~m 

!MI* ~.!9rrm 

'&iif.!.\tSif&!i'miHS'lW~IiiifiS~M:.ll~~11J!!C¢EllRblil 

i1iSlll?¥~;;Mf:r.liS;:Ii W..'\'11' i~mf.i'iilllifllif.Js; 

Stress Di~ribution----
Cortlnoous pint reinlort8111ent is used to mro stre~ 
cOODJrltratioos tllal occur aoow and below winOO't~S, or wtrere 
wall !?K1ons are reducoo bewe of~ rolumns. and 
oolow CO!lf.Eiltrated ltla$ such as teams and sB!Js. M 
in1j)lllant applicatiln of ~ffiss distritvtioo jomt remfore€ment is 
~) sa!tfJuardtoo integntto! maoon~ walls to slid1ll!1e'l:poot~j 
and dff~uiHo-d~~tfor ~'Mts as Industrial ~csioos and 
acddents. 

www.blok·lok.eom 
salostrblok·lok.eom 
1.flOO.S61·3026 

Figure A.3 (continued)- Truss Type Joint Reinforcement [reproduced from 

BLOK-LOK Ltd., 2007] 
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Table A.l -Mortar compressive strengths 

Batch# Cube# 
Failure 

Load(kN) Strength(Mpa) 

1 
1 47.8 18.4 
1 48.5 18.7 
1 43 .5 16.7 

2 
2 59.5 22.9 
2 50.0 19.2 
2 56.5 21.7 

3 
3 50.5 19.4 
3 52.5 20.2 
3 55.5 21.3 

lA 
1A 53.5 20.6 
1A 58.5 22.5 
1A 54.0 20.8 

2A 
2A 50.0 19.2 
2A 38.0 14.6 
2A 61.5 23 .7 

3A 
3A 61.5 23 .7 
3A 61.5 23 .7 
3A 60.0 23.1 

lB 
lB 72.0 27.7 
1B 72.0 27.7 
1B 75.5 29.0 

2B 
2B 71.0 27.3 
2B 62.0 23.8 
2B 64.0 24.6 

3B 
3B 49.0 18.8 
3B 57.0 21.9 
3B 58.0 22.3 

lC 
1C 65 .5 25.2 
1C 61.0 23.5 
1C 59.5 22.9 

2C 
2C 54.0 20.8 
2C 51.0 19.6 
2C 56.5 21.7 

3C 
3C 61.5 23 .7 
3C 55.0 21.2 
3C 58.5 22.5 
1D 62.0 23.8 

lD lD 64.5 24.8 
1D 60.5 23 .3 
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AVG. 22.257.8 I 

9.1 
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APPENDIX B: RAW EXPERIMENTAL DATA 


Series A - Specimen 1: Load vs. Displacement 
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Series A -Specimen 3: Load vs. Displacement 
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Series RO - Specimen 2: Load vs. Displacement 
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Series R90 - Specimen 1: Load vs. Displacement 
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Series R90 - Specimen 3: Load vs. Displacement 
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Series R90/0 - Specimen 2: Load vs. Displacement 
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Series (R90/0)2 - Specimen 1: Load vs. Displacement 
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Series (R90/0)2 - Specimen 3: Load vs. Displacement 
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Series R45/135 - Specimen 2: Load vs. Displacement 
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Series A- Specimen 1: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(#l) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

20 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.01 

30 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.05 

37 0.01 0.00 0.07 0.15 Ultimate Load * * 

22 0.95 0.00 0.06 0.32 Web slipping*** 

(Left side) 

41 4.46 0.00 0.15 0.16 Testing terminated * * * * 

(Snapping noise of steel ties) 

Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal * 

separations are positive 

** Vertical mortar joint cracked through on left side 

*** Further loading after failure 

**** Post-slip failure load higher than cracking load 
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Series A- Specimen 2: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(# l) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

8 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 

20 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 

30 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 

45 1.58 0.00 0.00 0.12 Ultimate Load * * 

36 2.31 0.00 0.00 0.26 Web slipping*** 

(Left side) 

51 9.36 0.00 0.00 0.35 Testing terminated 

**** 

(Snapping noise of 

steel ties) 

Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal * 

separations are positive 

** Vertical mortar joint cracked through on left side 

*** Further loading after failure 

**** Post-slip failure load higher than cracking load 
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Series A- Specimen 3: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(#1) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

12 0.40 0.18 0.00 0.01 

20 0.59 0.29 0.00 0.02 

31 0.8 0.44 0.01 0.04 

40 1.00 0.59 0.08 0.06 

48 1.17 0.87 0.17 0.08 Ultimate Load * * 

32 2.41 0.90 0.46 0.09 Web slipping * * * 

(Left side & Right 

side) 

45 11.0 10.04 1.12 0.10 Testing terminated 

**** 

(Snapping noise of 

steel ties) 

* Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** Vertical mortar joint cracked through on left side and right side 

*** Further loading after failure 

**** Local spalling of concrete block on left flange observed in proximity of 

reinforcement. 
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Series R0°- Specimen 1: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(#1) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

20 0.63 0.60 0.00 0.00 

41 1.02 1.06 0.00 0.00 

59 1.31 1.45 0.01 0.00 

79 1.53 1.69 0.06 0.02 

100 1.79 2 0.08 0.06 

106 1.85 2.07 0.08 0.08 Ultimate Load * * 

53 6.69 7.74 0.69 0.80 Web slipping*** 

(Left side & Right side) 

53 14.20 13.82 1.14 1.44 Testing terminated 

(Snapping noise of steel ties) 

* Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** Initiation of vertical rupture of GFRP Laminate 

*** Further loading after failure 
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Series R0°- Specimen 2: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(#l) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

20 0.24 0.45 0.00 0.00 

41 0.43 0.82 0.00 0.00 

59 0.57 1.06 0.00 0.02 

79 0.73 1.28 0.00 0.05 

99 1.00 1.66 0.00 0.12 Ultimate Load * * 

51 3.73 2.35 0.00 0.13 Web slipping*** 

(Left side & Right 

side) 

68 5.73 2.89 0.00 0.13 

53 11.07 9.46 0.00 0.30 Testing terminated 

(Snapping noise of 

steel ties) 

* Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** Initiation of vertical rupture of GFRP Laminate 

*** Further loading after failure 
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Series R0° - Specimen 3: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(#1) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

19 0.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 

40 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 

60 0.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 

80 1.09 0.00 0.56 0.00 

86 1.17 0.00 0.61 0.01 Ultimate Load * * 

60 1.19 0.00 0.73 0.01 

55 2.88 0.32 1.13 0.03 Web slipping *** 

(Left side & Right 

side) 

81 7.85 1.68 1.01 0.08 Testing terminated 

(Snapping noise of 

steel ties) 

* Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** Initiation of vertical rupture of GFRP Laminate 

*** Further loading after failure 
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Series R90°- Specimen 1: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(#1) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

21 0.63 0.24 0.00 0.00 

40 0.83 0.37 0.00 0.00 

60 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.01 

81 1.17 0.64 0.07 0.05 

93 1.53 0.84 0.04 0.08 Ultimate Load * * 

68 5.13 1.64 0.09 0.08 Web slipping*** 

(Left side & Right 

side) 

89 8.11 3.16 0.12 0.27 

72 12.45 7.07 -1.28 0.93 Testing terminated 

(Snapping noise of 

steel ties) 

* Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** Initiation of Partial delamination (Shear cracks) of GFRP Laminate 

*** Further loading after failure 
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Series R90° - Specimen 2: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(# 1) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

20 0.49 0.13 0.00 0.00 

40 0.71 0.29 0.00 0.00 

60 0.83 0.41 0.00 0.00 

81 0.97 0.51 0.04 0.00 

95 1.27 0.63 0.12 0.02 Ultimate Load ** 

69 3.43 0.93 -1.00 0.03 Web slipping *** 

(Left side) 

96 9.63 2.23 -1.00 0.16 **** 

84 12.61 2. 84 -1.00 0.19 Testing terminated 

(Snapping noise of 

steel ties) 

Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal * 

separations are positive 

** Initiation of Partial delamination (Shear cracks) of GFRP Laminate 

*** Further loading after failure 

**** Post-slip failure load higher than initial ultimate load 
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Series R90°- Specimen 3: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(#1) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

20 0.17 0.53 0.00 0.00 

39 0.34 0.81 0.02 0.00 

61 0.57 1.05 0.07 0.01 

78 1.10 1.34 0.23 0.03 Ultimate Load * * 

60 2.45 1.61 0.20 0.03 Web slipping*** 

(Left side & Right 

side) 

72 5.38 2.33 -0.46 0.08 

69 14.07 12.00 -2.38 -0.23 Testing terminated 

(Snapping noise of 

steel ties) 

* Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** Initiation of Partial delamination (Shear cracks) of GFRP Laminate 

*** Further loading after failure 
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Series R90°/0°- Specimen I: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(#l) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

20 0.28 0.20 0.00 0.00 

40 0.44 0.37 0.00 0.00 

60 0.55 0.53 0.00 0.00 

80 0.66 0.65 0.00 0.01 

99 0.75 0.75 0.00 0.02 

122 0.93 0.88 0.00 0.04 

140 1.21 1.05 0.00 0.05 Ultimate Load * * 

131 1.65 1.17 0.00 0.06 

148 2.12 1.32 0.00 0.06 **** 

105 4.36 1.74 0.00 0.07 Web slipping*** 

(Left side) 

141 10.18 3.12 0.00 0.18 Testing terminated 

(Snapping noise of steel ties) 

* 	 Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** 	 Initiation of vertical rupture of GFRP Laminate 

*** 	 Further loading after failure 

**** 	 Post-slip failure load higher than initial ultimate load. Failure of laminate: 

complete rupture and partial delamination of GFRP laminate 
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Series R90°/0° - Specimen 2: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(# I) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

20 0.82 0.26 0.00 0.00 

40 1.09 0.54 0.00 0.00 

60 1.25 0.70 0.00 0.00 

79 1.37 0.81 0.00 0.00 

100 1.5 0.92 0.03 0.01 

120 1.63 1.0 l 0.08 0.01 

132 1.92 1.10 0.17 0.01 Ultimate Load * * 

119 2.76 1.25 0.36 0.01 Web slipping*** 

(Left side) 

144 8.35 2.38 0.87 0.09 **** 

123 14.29 8.68 1.31 0.07 Testing terminated 

(Snapping noise of steel ties) 

* 	 Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** 	 Initiation of vertical rupture of GFRP Laminate 

*** 	 Further loading after failure 

**** 	 Post-slip failure load higher than initial ultimate load. Failure of laminate : 

complete rupture and partial delamination of GFRP laminate 
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Series R90°/0°- Specimen 3: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(#1) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

20 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 

41 0.40 0.03 0.01 0.01 

59 0.50 0.20 0.00 0.02 

79.5 0.61 0.31 0.00 0.00 

102 0.75 0.45 0.03 0.06 

122 0.87 0.54 0.06 0.08 

136 1.78 0.81 0.37 0.09 Ultimate Load * * 

108 7.53 1.70 -0.18 0.10 Web slipping * * * 

(Left side) 

127 8.94 2.80 -0.74 0.16 **** 

113 13.65 7.71 -2.33 -1.04 Testing terminated 

(Snapping noise of steel ties) 

* 	 Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** 	 Initiation of vertical rupture of GFRP Laminate 

*** 	 Further loading after failure 

**** 	 Failure of laminate: complete rupture and partial delamination of GFRP 

laminate 
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Series R(90°/0)2 -Specimen 1: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(# l) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

39 0.54 0.12 0.00 0.00 

80 0.81 0.40 0.02 0.00 

119 1.04 0.60 0.06 0.01 

162 1.26 0.77 0.10 0.03 

201 1.51 0.94 0.15 0.06 

233 1.9 1.16 0.23 0.11 Ultimate Load * * 

228 4.97 1.95 0.11 0.18 Testing terminated** * 

* Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** Tensile splitting of concrete blocks in left flange 

** * Delamination of GFRP laminates from concrete block 
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Series R(90°/0°)2 -Specimen 2: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(#1) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

40 0.74 0.46 0.04 0.01 

80 1.30 0.74 0.04 0.03 

122 1.59 0.93 0.04 0.04 

162 1.86 1.09 0.09 0.06 

209 2.49 1.38 0.19 0.10 Ultimate Load 

190 6.08 2.06 0.51 0.10 Web slipping 

(Left side) 

226 9.23 3.39 0.01 0.22 Testing terminated** 

* Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** Post-slip failure load higher than initial ultimate load. Tensile splitting of 

concrete blocks in left flange followed by delamination of GFRP laminate 

from concrere block 
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Series R(90°/0°)2 -Specimen 3: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(# l) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

39 0.02 0.57 0.00 0.01 

79 0.25 0.97 0.00 0.02 

120 0.44 1.32 0.01 0.04 

159 0.61 1.60 0.03 0.06 

202 0.92 1.91 0.11 0.11 

228 2.87 2.79 0.40 0.19 Ultimate Load** 

198 5.09 3.41 -0.56 0.22 Testing terminated*** 

* Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** Tensile splitting of concrete blocks in left flange 

*** Delamination of GFRP laminates from concrete block 
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Series R45°/l35°- Specimen 1: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(#1) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

40 0.27 0.30 0.00 0.01 

80 0.50 0.57 0.01 0.02 

120 0.67 0.76 0.03 0.04 

162 0.87 0.92 0.05 0.08 

200 1.11 1.07 0.13 0.13 

214 1.32 1.17 0.23 0.15 Ultimate Load** 

* Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** Complete delamination of GFRP laminate from flange of intersection, 

followed by snapping noise of steel ties 
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Series R45°/135°- Specimen 2: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(# 1) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

41 0.39 0.64 0.00 0.00 

79 0.61 0.98 0.00 0.02 

120 0.81 1.25 0.04 0.04 

158 1.00 1.49 0.07 0.08 

200 1.19 1.72 0.14 0.14 

229 1.43 1.95 0.23 0.21 Ultimate Load** 

* Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** Complete delamination of GFRP laminate from flange of intersection, 

followed by snapping noise of steel ties 
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Series R45°/135°- Specimen 3: Test Results 

Load 

(kN) 

Vertical Slip between 

Flange and Web(mm)* 

Horizontal Separation 

between Flange and 

Web(mm)* 

Remarks 

Left 

side(#1) 

Right 

side(#2) 

Left 

side(#3) 

Right 

side(#4) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

41 0.50 0.63 0.00 0.00 

81 0.99 0.95 0.00 0.07 

121 1.40 1.23 0.02 0.11 

162 1.61 1.45 0.01 0.16 

199 1.95 1.87 -0.04 0.25 Ultimate Load** 

* Downward vertical displacements are positive and outward horizontal 

separations are positive 

** Complete delamination of GFRP laminate from flange of intersection, 

followed by snapping noise of steel ties 

7 j [~ Cl ~) 7 
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	T, .ASTM D-4065 180' F (32' C) 
	Figure A.3 (continued)-Truss Type Joint Reinforcement [reproduced from .BLOK-LOK Ltd., 2007] .
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	Series R90 -Specimen 3: Load vs. Displacement 
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